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Executive Summary 
 

This deliverable gives a final overview about the integration of the Linked Data concept into the application 
area Mobile Maintenance and necessary adaptations in order to reflect the needs of this specific 
application area. Thus, the concepts of Linked Data have been prepared for the implementation of the 
Enhanced Prototype (M24) and the Final Prototype (M33). 

The used ontology engineering methodology to derive formal vocabularies is explained followed by a 
description of the application area with special focus an Linked Data relevant issues. This includes the 
informal description of the relevant application area terms and the existing infrastructure. Next, the 
informal description of the application area is transformed into formal ontologies with a description of its 
structure and main concepts. Afterwards all aspects regarding the technology are handled. The concepts 
and constraints of the Linked Data adapters to provide current data as well as access to the test system and 
the PAMMS are explained and aligned with the overall architecture from work package 2. 
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1 OVERVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

ComVantage strives for a dynamic and flexible collaboration network between different stakeholders on 
the basis of Linked Data. Therefore, WP4 (Linked Data Integration) has provided its primary concepts, 
vocabularies, technologies as well as tools. This document represents the results on the integration process 
of the generic results of WP4 in the application area of Mobile Maintenance. This deliverable includes the 
mapping of the proposed Linked Data concepts to this application area as well as detected limitations and 
borders of this approach. For the latter cases adaptations and implementations will be provided. Thus, the 
deliverable shows how the concepts of Linked Data have been prepared for the implementation of the 
Enhanced Prototype (M24) and the Final Prototype (M33) for the application area Mobile Maintenance. 

1.2 Scope of this Document 

According to the document of work "Based on the generic concepts of the Linked Data Integration (WP 4) 
modifications and extensions required for this application area will be conducted". More specifically, 
activities performed in this task will cover two basic aspects: 

 Harmonising the Middleware data model with the Linked Data model 
 Adapt the testing model to Linked Data model 

Thus, the introduction is followed by a refinement of the ontology engineering method provided by WP4 in 
chapter 2. This was aligned with the other deliverables about Adaptation of Linked Data Integration 
Concept (D6.3.2 for Plant Engineering and Commissioning application area; D7.3.2 for Customer-oriented 
Production application area; both public). Chapter 3 deals with an explicit description of the application 
area of Mobile Maintenance with special respect to Linked Data relevant issues. It is characterised by a 
hierarchy of technical systems with different sensors and actuators which each holds transient data. 
Furthermore this chapter introduces the existing infrastructure for this work package. The used vocabulary 
to provide all these process data is explained in chapter 4 which formalises the informal terms from chapter 
3. Chapter 4 aligns the requirements with the technical concepts from WP4. It presents architectural 
constraints and the necessary adaptations with a description of new implementations. Finally, the 
deliverable closes with a brief conclusion. 

1.3 Related Documents 

The recent document is strongly interweaved in the overall project context and thus references many other 
deliverables. Furthermore, it will also be an input for further deliverables: 

 The starting point for this deliverable is its previous iteration D8.3.1: Mobile Maintenance - 
Adaption of Linked Data Integration Concept (public) 

 A further important input to identify application area issues with respect to Linked Data concepts 
and relevance according the prototype has been provided by deliverable D8.1.2: Mobile 
Maintenance – Scenario Specification and Refinement (confidential). 

 The first generic concepts about Linked Data, its vocabularies and ontology engineering are coming 
from deliverable D4.1.3: Data Format Specification (public). 

 The generic concepts of Linked Data middleware concepts and technologies from deliverable 
D4.2.3: Middleware Adapter Set (confidential) are used as input for the adaptations. 

 D4.4.3: Linked Data Support Toolset (confidential) handles as input for the use of possible tools as 
well as for the integration in the lifecycle. 

 The alignment in the overall ComVantage architecture bases on the results of deliverable D2.2.2 
ComVantage Architecture Specification (confidential). 
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 Furthermore all Linked Data adaptation deliverables (D6.3.2: Plant Engineering and Commissioning 
- Adaptation of Linked Data Integration Concept, D7.3.2: Customer-oriented Production – 
Adaptation of Linked Data Integration Concept, and D8.3.2: Mobile Maintenance – Adaptation of 
Linked Data Integration Concept; all public) are linked to some extent. All are aligned to their 
specific contexts, but certain aspects are cross-referenced like the ontology engineering 
methodology. 

 Both the developed vocabulary and the adaptations are input for further tasks in WP4. These 
results will settle down in the upcoming deliverable D4.5: Linked Data best practises (public). 

 

All public deliverables of the ComVantage project can be accessed on 
http://www.comvantage.eu/results-publications/public-deriverables/. 

 

 

http://www.comvantage.eu/results-publications/public-deriverables/
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2 ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING 
As described in detail in the first iteration of this document (deliverable D8.3.1, Mobile Maintenance – 
Adaptation of Linked Data Integration Concept, public) the ComVantage consortium decided to employ the 
Enterprise methodology (Uschold & King, 1995) for ontology engineering. Alternative approaches as well as 
the reasons for this decision can be found in section 2 of D8.3.1. 

The essential steps of this methodology are described in this section. 

2.1 Identifying Purpose 

This phase comprises answering questions like “Why is the ontology being built?” “Who will use the 
ontology for which purpose?” as well as general scenarios in which the ontology is used. For the three 
application areas of the ComVantage project, a large part of this work has already been completed for the 
document of work and the deliverables 6.1.1, 7.1.1 and 8.1.1. For example, the ontologies are being built in 
order to facilitate integration of data coming from different collaboration partners; they will be used by the 
personas in the scenarios and use cases described in the respective deliverables (D8.1.1 and D8.1.2, 
Scenario Specification and Refinement for Mobile Maintenance, first and final iteration, both confidential).  

2.2 Building the Ontology 

2.2.1 Capturing 
The Enterprise methodology suggests the following phases for capturing the ontology: 

 Scoping, i.e. identifying the key concepts and relationships in the domain of interest. This can be 
achieved e.g. by performing brainstorming sessions to produce those concepts, grouping them in 
sets of similar terms, and identifying relations between them. 

 Producing definitions, i.e. writing down in natural language what these concepts and relationships 
mean. These definitions should be as precise as possible and consistent with other concepts and 
their definitions. 

 Identifying terms for these concepts and relationships. This step should be performed after 
reaching an agreement on the definitions since, as the authors put it, “terms get in the way”: pre-
conceived ideas about the meaning of terms can undermine communication and prevent 
agreement. Moreover, for ambiguous terms, the different possible meanings should be selected, 
and only those meanings (or the single meaning) actually needed within the ontology should 
actually be included. For these meanings, the original term should be avoided if at all possible to 
avoid further ambiguity. 

 Competency questions, i.e. formulate queries that the applications to be developed within the 
ComVantage project will make and ensure that the ontology can answer them appropriately. This 
also serves to ensure that the terms contained in the ontology are actually needed: if they do not 
occur in any competency question, they can be dropped.  

For these steps, a middle-out approach should be used. This means that the developers should neither start 
with the most general nor with the most specific concepts but rather with the intermediate ones, i.e. those 
that are used most frequently and intuitively by the people working in the corresponding domain. The 
disadvantage of the top-down approach is that one starts with defining very abstract concepts that make it 
difficult for the domain experts to relate the concepts with the entities occurring in their everyday work. 
The bottom-up approach on the other hand increases the overall effort since it makes it difficult to spot 
communalities between related concepts and thus leads to double effort and possibly later to re-
engineering of the ontology. The middle-out approach avoids both of these pitfalls.  

2.2.2 Coding 
In this phase, the terms and definitions developed during the Capturing phase are used to formally define 
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the ontology. In the Enterprise methodology, this also involves choosing an appropriate knowledge 
representation language; in the ComVantage project proposal the partners have already agreed to use the 
Linked Data principles, which implies using standards like RDF(S) (which includes the possibility of using 
OWL). 

It is also necessary to choose the tools used for the development of the formal ontology. In ComVantage, 
we used the Protégé editor as we did in D4.1.1 (Data Format Specification, public) for the first experimental 
ontology, since it satisfied all our requirements. 

Although it is possible to merge the Capturing and the Coding phase into one and thus produce the 
ontology on the fly, this is discouraged. Since the domain experts are heavily involved in the Capturing 
phase, but to a much lesser extent in the Coding phase, where the ontology engineers do most of the work, 
this also seems appropriate for ComVantage. 

2.2.3 Integrating Existing Ontologies 
The developers of the Enterprise methodology consider giving useful guidance for this step as one of the 
biggest challenges in developing a comprehensive methodology. Consequently, they do not give clear 
guidance on how to proceed. Especially for cases where there are concepts in existing ontologies that are 
closely related with the concepts identified for the new ontology but not identical, it is difficult to give 
general advice, especially if the ontology is intended to be published, because this would result in two 
competing concepts, which will appear to be synonymous for many users, and might even have the same 
identifier, except for the prefix. For the Mobile Maintenance application area, however, we have not found 
existing ontologies that cover all aspects of the domain. 

2.3 Evaluation 

General criteria suggested for evaluation of the developed ontology are: 

 Clarity: formal as well as natural-language definitions should be unambiguous, which can be 
supported by providing positive or negative examples. Underlying assumptions should be stated 
explicitly. 

 Consistency and coherence: the ontology has to be internally consistent, i.e. free of contradictions, 
and also conform to external use of the terms. Circular definitions should be avoided. 

 Extensibility and reusability: it is important to achieve the right balance between being specific 
enough for the required tasks, but not so specific to render the ontology useless for other tasks. 
Definitions for a term should not be biased, i.e. influenced by the specific environment of the 
ontology developers. 

More specifically, the ontology should be able to answer all competency questions specified in the 
capturing phase. In order to avoid redundancy, one can also check if all terms contained in the ontology 
are necessary for answering at least one competency question, and remove those terms that are not. 

2.4 Documentation 

The Enterprise methodology does not provide clear guidelines for either the steps that should be 
documented or the documentation method. It is merely stated that both the formal and informal ontology 
should be documented since this is important for reuse.  

In ComVantage, we used the deliverables D8.1.1 and D8.1.2 (Mobile Maintenance – Scenario Specification 
and Refinement, both confidential) as well as D8.3.1 and D8.3.2 (this document and its previous iteration) 
for documenting the informal natural-language ontologies and the RDFS vocabulary for documenting the 
formal ontologies. 
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3 APPLICATION AREA DESCRIPTION 
This chapter recapitulates the application area of work package 8 Mobile Maintenance with special respect 
to Linked Data related issues already described in more detail in the previous iteration of this document 
(D8.3.1, Mobile Maintenance – Adaptation of Linked Data Integration Concept, public). This includes short 
scenario descriptions as well as a summary of the existing infrastructure. 

3.1.1 Detailed Scenario Descriptions 
ComVantage Mobile Maintenance focuses on the corrective and predictive maintenance scenarios. The 
companies in both scenarios are a customer with a factory and machines and a Mobile Maintenance 
company providing maintenance services for the customer. Service technicians who provide technical 
support and Machine Experts who provide expert knowledge and Mobile Maintenance Coordinators 
organising the work are the human actors of these scenarios.  

 

3.1.1.1 Corrective Maintenance Scenario 

In the corrective Mobile Maintenance scenario a defect machine at the customer factory is detected. With 
the help of ComVantage Mobile Maintenance apps a Service Technician can analyse the problem remotely, 
prepare the repair work in advance or consult a Machine Expert remotely thereby avoiding unnecessary 
travel costs. 

3.1.1.2 Predictive Maintenance Scenario 

The goal of the predictive Mobile Maintenance scenario is to avoid machine defects and unplanned 
downtime of the machines. The crucial element in this scenario is the active machine testing itself and 
notifying the technicians of an impending defect. Then, appropriate measures to prevent the defect can be 
taken with planned downtime reducing the maintenance costs significantly. 

 

3.1.2 Application Area Terms and Definitions 
The most important terms for the application area of Mobile Maintenance will be recapitulated here: 
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 Collaborative Partners: 

o The Customer Factory has one or more machines needing maintenance 

o The Mobile Maintenance Company provides Maintenance Services for the Customer 
Factory.  

 Human Actors 

o The Customer is a person at the Customers Factory responsible for maintaining the 
machines. 

o The Mobile Maintenance Coordinator (MMCo) organises the maintenance services offered 
by the Mobile Maintenance Company to one or more Customer Factories. 

o The Machine Expert (ME) has expert knowledge about specific machines. 

o The Service Technician (SvTn) provides technical support. 

 Technical Actors 

o The Active Machine is the central part of the Mobile Maintenance application area. It makes 
information about itself available electronically. 

o The Predictive Active Machine Maintenance Support (PAMMS) is part of the Active 
Machine. The PAMMS reads and analyses relevant sensor Information and actuator 
feedback. It uses this information to predict upcoming Machine Defects. It makes the data 
available to the EPAMMS located at the Mobile Maintenance Company. 

o The Extended Predictive Active Machine Maintenance Support (EPAMMS) is a Technical 
Component at the Mobile Maintenance Company. It uses data from the PAMMS at 
different Active Machines to enable more sophisticated data analysis. 

3.1.3 Competency Questions 
1. Which machines are available at a given site of a given enterprise? 

2. Which sensors belong to a given machine? 

3. Which test results are available for a given machine? 

4. Who is assigned to Ticket ABC? 

5. Which tickets are still open? 

6. Which machine is affected by Ticket ABC 

3.2 Infrastructure 

3.2.1 Servers 
 SPARQL –History Data Store (Virtuoso Server) 

 SPARQL –Linked Data Endpoint (Virtuoso Server) 

 DHM-Adapter (based on Hiawatha Server) 

 SupportApp is a small application on a Mobile Device used by the Maintenance Personnel (see also 
section 3.2.3) 

3.2.2 Interfaces 
 Between DHM-Adapter and LDS (Linked Data Server) 

o Reads test meta data from LDS and uses them for test execution 

o Stores Test Results in the LDS 

o Reads Test Results and meta data for analysis from LDS  
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o Stores the results of the analysis in the LDS 

o Stores alarms in the LDS 

o Stores sensor and actuator metadata in the LDS 

 Between Support App and LDS  

o The Support App retrieves all relevant information about the currently maintained machine  

o The Support App stores test meta data and meta data for analysis in the LDS 

o The Support App retrieves and stores organisational data in the LDS 

o The Support App retrieves sensor and actuator meta data from the LDS 

 Support App accesses the DHM-Adapter 

o The Support App triggers analysis in the DHM-Adapter  

o The Support App triggers user defined tests in the DHM-Adapter 

o The Support App requests sensor values from the DHM-Adapter 

 Import from Excel into LDS 

o Proprietary data about the machines in a factory are imported via XlWrap into the LDS 

3.2.3 Specific Hardware 
 Mobile Device running the SupportApp 

o The SupportApp is the small application on a Mobile Device used by the Maintenance 
Personnel. It runs on a mobile tablet and is the central maintenance tool for the Mobile 
Maintenance application area. 

 LDS – Linked Data Server 

o The Linked Data Server provides all available Machine Semantic of the intended Machine. It 
contains information about available sensors and actuators as well as information about 
available Maintenance Test-Scripts. It is accessed by the mobile device SupportApp. 
Because of security issues the personnel has to log in, first. 

 DHM-Adapter - Data Harmonisation Adapter 

o The Data Harmonisation Adapter provides for the currently maintained machine access to 
the Live Data and control on Maintenance Test Scripts. It is accessed by the mobile device 
SupportApp.  

 Middleware Controller 

o The Middleware Controller is the Data Abstraction Layer between the machines and the 
DHM-Adapter Application. In this context it is implemented using RST’s GAMMA V 1 

 Machine(s) 

o The machine(s) contain(s) one or several sensors and/or actuators and are accessed via the 
DHM-Adapter using the Middleware Controller. The DHM-Adapter is accessed via the Data 
Access Server by the Mobile App. 

                                                             
1 See http://www.rst-automation.de/gamma-v-5 
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4 ONTOLOGIES 
The most fundamental data in the context of Mobile Maintenance are data related to a machine’s sensors 
and actuators. For the Enhanced Prototype of Mobile Maintenance (WP8) two kinds of data were used: live 
sensor data of the machine and results of predefined machine tests resulting in the following DHM-Adapter 
structure (as shown in Figure 1: Enhanced Prototype Mobile Maintenance DHM-Adapter) 

 

Figure 1: Enhanced Prototype Mobile Maintenance DHM-Adapter 

As a result of the exploitation activities (s. D.10.3.2 chapter 3.3.3 Mobile Maintenance) the Final Prototype 
of Mobile Maintenance (WP8) is extended to provide smart data for the analysis of a machine or a larger 
production unit. To reach this goal the Test Execution Environment was extended to perform a larger 
variety of tests, not only the predefined tests created with the model based testing tool CETES 2. 
Furthermore, a new component PAMMS (Predictive Active Machine Maintenance System) was introduced 
to provide predictive and checking functionality. Since single sensor values do not provide meaningful 
information to users of the Support App in the selected application scenario, LiveData Access is not used in 
the Final Prototype. Only aggregated data is shown to facilitate the machine analysis by human actors. 

Details of the data lifted for this purpose will be illustrated in the following chapters. 

                                                             
2See http://www.cetes.eu 
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Figure 2: Final Prototype Mobile Maintenance DHM-Adapter 

4.1 Repair, Preventive and Predictive Ontology 

The Repair, Preventive and Predictive Ontology (RPPM) ontology is a bridge between organisational aspects 
of Mobile Maintenance and technical issues. The Mobile Maintenance Coordinator has to organise the 
maintenance activities as efficiently as possible, at the same time the tasks of each employee have to be 
precisely defined to avoid unnecessary activities. (s. D 4.1.3 section 2.3.1)  

rppm:Ticket is the pivotal element of the ontology. Via the links to a person (rppm:isAssignedTo) and to 
the state of a ticket (rppm:hasTicketStatus) (s. D 4.1.3 section 2.3.1.4) the information about who is 
assigned to a specific ticket (s. 3.1.3 question 4) and which tickets are still open (s. 3.1.3 question 5) is easily 
obtained. With the link to a machine (rppm:refersToMachine) (s. D.4.1.3 section 2.3.1.4) the machine with 
a defect or impending defect can be identified (s. 3.1.3 question 6) and information about this machine is 
available via the machine semantics (msem ontology, see D.4.1.3 section 2.1.1).The RPPM ontology uses 
standard properties like rdfs:label and rdfs:comment to provide meaningful texts for the Support App. 

4.2 Test Execution Environment Ontology 

The Test Execution Environment (TEE) ontology is used to store information about tests and their results. 
The tests of the Enhanced Prototype were defined using a model based test generator. A number of small 
test steps were created, which were combined to test cases, which in turn were combined to whole tests. 
Using this system very complex tests can be defined and executed resulting in efficient testing systems. 
(see D.4.1.3 section 2.3.2) 

Any information about tests for a certain machine can be retrieved via the property msem:hasTest linking 
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from a machine to a test (refer to section 3.1.3 question 3). Further elements of the TEE ontology are used 
to get structured data for a test for better readability. 

Also, the links used for accessing the LiveData via the DHM-Adapter and for starting predefined tests (s. 
Figure 1: Enhanced Prototype Mobile Maintenance DHM-Adapter) are stored in the LDS as 
msem:hasSensor and tee:hasExecutionUri respectively. 

The TEE ontology uses standard properties like rdfs:label and rdfs:comment to provide meaningful texts for 
the Support App. 

4.3 Plant Ontology 

The Plant ontology is used to get information about all the machines in a factory (see D.4.1.3 section 2.2.3). 

It follows the organisational structure of a plant with its hierarchy of plant / production line / station /tag 
and provides the information which machines are available at a given enterprise (refer to section 3.1.3 
question 1). The data for this information are lifted into the LDS (Linked Data Server) from Excel files via 
XlWrap3. 

4.4 Machine Semantic Ontology (MSem) 

In order to have a complete picture in the last delivery of Task 8.3, some content is taken from deliverable 
D4.1.3 (Data Format Specification, public), chapter 2.1.1. Parts are also taken from deliverable D4.2.3 
(Middleware Adapter Set, confidential) chapter 4.2. 

The Machine Semantic (MSem-) Ontology describes the structure of a Virtual Enterprise broken down to 
Control Modules, Sensors and Actuators. This ontology (MSem) closely follows ISA-884. It uses the prefix 
msem. 

The MSem ontology is also used in work package WP6 (Plant Engineering and Commissioning) since both 
application areas have many concepts in common and thus recurring semantics have been identified. This 
leads to a dual use of this ontology.  

4.4.1 Domain and Scope 
The MSem ontology will cover the structure of collaborating virtual enterprises broken down to each 
Process Cell and each sensor and actuator in each Equipment- and Control-Module. It reclines on the 
Specification of ISA-88, also known as IEC 61512.Datasets using this ontology should be able to provide 
answers to queries about all available sensors and actuators of an Enterprise at the machine that is target 
of the Maintenance Activity and about the hierarchical structure of an Enterprise broken down to Machines 
and Sensors. 

4.4.2 Relation to Other Ontologies 
It has some connections to the Station ontology (see also D4.1.3, Data Format Specification, public) and to 
the RPPM ontology (see section 4.1), the TEE ontology (see also page 14). It uses the QUDT Ontology5 to 
represents physical Units. 

4.4.3 Detailed Description of MSem – Classes 
These are the elements of the Machine Semantic Ontology: 

                                                             
3 http://xlwrap.sourceforge.net/ 
4 For ISA-88 see http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISA-88. It is also known as IEC 61512. 
5http://www.qudt.org/ 

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISA-88
http://www.qudt.org/
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Figure 3: Protégé-Structural Class description of Machine Semantic (MSem) Ontology 

 

Figure 4: UML - Class Diagram of Machine Semantic (MSem) Ontology 
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The Class-Diagram above contains all the inheritance dependencies of the Machine Semantic Ontology. 

In the Machine Semantic Ontology almost all Elements are derived from the class msem:System. It provides 
a msem:classification, a msem:comment, a msem:longName and a msem:shortName string property. There 
is a chain of elements which contain a hasA reference to its successor. The following elements are directly 
inheriting from msem:System.  

 A msem:VirtualEnterprise has some msem:Enterprise(s ) 
 A msem:Enterprise   has some msem:Site(s) 
 A msem:Site    has some msem:Area(s) 
 A msem:Area    has some msem:ProcessCell(s) 

The following elements are inheriting from msem:MachineSystem that itself is derived from msem:System, 
too. Each class derived from msem:MachineSystem can additionally contain msem:Actuator(s), 
msem:Sensor(s) and a tee:Test node 6 for Maintenance Test Scripts. The tee:hasTest builds a bridge to the 
Tee-Ontology. 

The following classes all are derived from msem:MachineSystem  

 A msem:ProcessCell   has some msem:Unit(s) 
 A msem:Unit    has some msem:EquipmentModule 
 A msem:EquipmentModule  has some msem:ControlModule and  

    some recursive sub sets of msem:EquipmentModule (itself). 
 A msem:ControlModule has some recursive sub sets of msem:ControlModule 

Both msem:Sensor(s) and msem:Actuator(s) are also derived from msem:MachineSystem and allow access 
to so called transient Process Variables. This is represented by the class msem:ProcessVariable. Each has 
msem:transientDataQueryUri, a msem:hasPhysicalUnit (“[K]” for Kelvin), a msem:hasPhysicalProperty 
(“absolute temperature”), msem:hasPhysicalClassification (“temperature”) and a 
msem:transientIntervalMS in milliseconds (e.g. “10 ms”). The transient interval indicates the typical 
changing period of the transient Process Variable. 

This is a detailed description of the Machine Semantic Ontology (msem): 

 msem:System 

o The msem:System class is the central parent class for almost all of the following classes 

Each system and all of its subsystems have these predicates: 

 msem:classification  to classify the system 

 msem:comment  to add a comment about the system 

 msem:longName  long name of the system 

 msem:shortName  short name of the system 

o Almost all classes of the Machine Semantic Ontology are inherited from msem:System 
directly or indirectly (via msem:MachineSystem). This allows iterative querying along all 
systems and subsystems. 

o For each msem:System, there is the option to make a reference to one or more 
msem:Documentation(s), that give more information on the related system. 

 msem:MachineSystem  derived from msem:System 

The Machine System class inherits from msem:System and extends the System by msem:Sensor and 
msem:Actuator support. It allows the specification of a tee:Test to handle Testing via Testing Scripts 
(see the Tee-Ontology above). 

                                                             
6The class tee:Test is described in the Tee-Ontology (see D4.1.3, Data Format Specification, public, chapter 2.3.2) 
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o The msem:MachineSystem property is a parent of the classes (for details, see below) 

 msem:ProcessCell,  

 msem:Unit,  

 msem:EquipmentModule and 

 msem:ControlModule. 

The following class is an extension to the msem:System and all derived classes. 

 msem:Documentation  accessible via msem:System 

The msem:Documentation allows to link documents  over all instances derived from each 
msem:MachineSystem. This is useful in order to give more information to the maintenance 
personnel or any other team member of the Mobile Maintenance (MMA) or the Plant Engineering 
and Commissioning application area (PEC). 

o msem:classification   the classification of the msem:Documentation 

o msem:comment  a comment string for the msem:Documentation 

o msem:longName  the long name of the msem:Documentation 

o msem:shortName  the short name of the msem:Documentation 

The following classes are derived from msem:System and may have msem:Sensor and msem:Actuator 
components. They all may use the predicates msem:classification, msem:shortName, msem:comment. The 
msem:longName is a Mandatory element. As the msem ontology is used in the context of both Mobile 
Maintenance (MMA) and Plant Engineering and Commissioning (PEC), there are additional class names that 
are more familiar in the PEC context 

 msem:VirtualEnterprise  derived from msem:System 

o The msem:VirtualEnterprise class describes a collaboration of several Enterprises that build 
a virtual enterprise 

o It contains links to one or more (collaborating) msem:Enterprise(s). 

 msem:Enterprise  derived from msem:System 

o The msem:Enterprise class describes a Company/Enterprise and all its sub-structures  

o A rppm:Company is equal to the msem:Enterprise. 

o It contains links to one or more msem:Site(s) 

 msem:Site   derived from msem:System 

o The msem:Site class describes a Site of an Enterprise and all its sub-structures 

o It contains links to one or more msem:Area(s) 

 msem:Area   derived from msem:System 

o The msem:Area class describes an Area of an Enterprise’s Site and all its sub-structures  

o It contains links to one or more msem:ProcessCell 

o The msem:Area is used equally as msem:Plant 

The following classes are derived from msem:MachineSystem and all may have msem:Sensor(s) and 
msem:Actuator(s). Each of them has a ds:hasDataSeries to involve a ds:DataSeries (see DS-Ontology below). 
Via this ds:Dataseries, the history data of the related Sensor/Actuator is accessible. 
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 msem:ProcessCell  derived from msem:MachineSystem 

o The msem:ProcessCell class describes a process cell of an Enterprise’s Area and all its sub-
structures and its subcomponents. 

o It contains links to one or more msem:Unit 

o The msem:ProcessCell is used equally as msem:Line. It is also equal to station:Line. 

 msem:Unit   derived from msem:MachineSystem 

o The msem:Unit class describes a Unit of an Enterprise’s process cell and all its sub-
structures and its subcomponents. 

o It contains links to one or more msem:EquipmentModule 

o The msem:Unit is used equally as msem:Station. It is also equal to station:Station. 

 msem:EquipmentModule derived from msem:MachineSystem 

o The msem:EquipmentModule class describes an equipment module of an Enterprise’s Unit 
and all its sub-structures and its subcomponents. 

o It contains  

 recursive links to msem:EquipmentModule (itself). This allows more complex 
equipment module structures 

 and several msem:ControlModule subcomponents 

o The msem:EquipmentModule is used equally as msem:Tool. It is also equal to station:Tool. 

 msem:ControlModule  derived from msem:MachineSystem 

o The msem:ControlModule class describes a control module of an enterprise’s unit and all its 
sub-structures and its subcomponents. 

o It may contain other msem:ControlModule(s) (itself), this allows more complex structure of 
control modules  

o The msem:ControlModule is used equally as msem:SubTool. It is also equal to 
station:SubTool. 

The following classes describe sensors and actuators properties. They are referred in msem:MachineSystem 
via msem:hasSensor or msem:hasActuator. 

 msem:Sensor   derived from msem:System 

o The msem:Sensorclass describes the instance to be a sensor 

o It has a process variable 

 msem:hasProcessVariable 

o The msem:Sensor can be used equally as station:Sensor. 

 msem:Actuator   derived from msem:System 

o The msem:Actuatorclass describes the instance to be an actuator 

o It has a process variable 

 msem:hasProcessVariable 

o The msem: Actuator can be used equally as station:Actuator. 
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Both msem:Sensor and msem:Actuator has a subcomponent msem:ProcessVariable 

 msem:ProcessVariable 

o The msem:ProcessVariable class describes a process variable and has this subcomponents: 

 msem:physicalProperty  describes the physical property (e.g. “temperature”) 

 msem:transientIntervalMS describes the changing interval in milliseconds 

 msem:uri   describes the URI that links to the transient data. 

o The msem:ProcessVariable has a link to a physical unit, either via 

 msem:hasPhysicalUnit a string, describing the physical unit (e.g. “K” – “Kelvin”)  

or via 

 qudt:Unit  a foreign, non ComVantage class of the QUDT ontology, 

It contains these elements of the QUDT ontology: 

1. qudt:conversionMultiplier:  a conversion factor 

2. qudt:conversionOffset : a conversion offset 

3. qudt:literal   a literal to name the unit 

4. qudt:order   to describe the unit’s order 

5. qudt:quantityKind  to describe the unit’s quantity  

the qudt:Unit bases on qudt:Thing that has these sub elements  

6. qudt:abbreviation   a string for the abbreviation 

7. qudt:description    a description string 

8. qudt:symbol :    a string that contains the unit’s symbol . 

In the following section (4.4.4) there are shown predicates provided by the Machine Semantic Ontology 
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4.4.4 Detailed Description of MSem - Properties 

 

Figure 5: Protégé-Structural description of Object- and Data-Properties of MSem-Ontology 

In the screenshots above the complete set of available object properties and data properties of the MSem 
ontology is presented. In the following lines, the most important properties are listed and described. 

 msem:hasSubSystem 

o The transitive predicate msem:hasSubSystem describes a subsystem. This subsystem can be 
an object of any of the following types :  

 msem:VirtualEnterprise, msem:Enterprise, msem:Site or msem:Area,  

 msem:ProcessCell, msem:Unit, msem:EquipmentModule or msem:ControlModule  

 msem:Sensor or msem:Actuator. 

 msem:classification 

o The msem:classification predicate classifies the type of a sensor of type (e.g. “oil 
temperature”) 
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 msem: transientDataQueryUri 

o The msem:transientDataQueryUri predicate contains the Uri, where the transient Uri, used 
to read live data via the DHM-Adapter. 

 msem:hasPhysicalProperty 

o The msem:hasPhysicalProperty predicate describes the physical property (e.g. “absolute 
temperature”) related to the subject (sensor or actuator). 

o The predicate will refer either to a string, that contains the name of the physical property 
(e.g. “temperature”, or “luminous intensity”) to the QUDT 7  ontology which handles 
Quantities, Units, Dimensions and Data Types in OWL and XML. Thus the 
msem:hasPhysicalProperty predicate will have a qudt:QuantityKind and a simple string as a 
range. 

 msem:hasPhysicalUnit  

o The msem:hasPhysicalUnit predicate describes the physical unit of the physical property 
(e.g. “[K]” for Kelvin) related to the subject (sensor or actuator) as a string. 

o The predicate may also allow refer to the QUDT ontology and uses qudt:PhysicalUnit as a 
range. 

 msem:transientIntervalMS 

The msem:transientIntervalMS predicate describes how often the measured property typically changes in 
milliseconds. 

                                                             
7http://www.qudt.org/ 

http://www.qudt.org/
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5 LINKED DATA ADAPTERS 
The Linked Data adapters for the application area Mobile Maintenance have to provide all relevant 
information about factories, machines and their states, personnel, maintenance issues and error handlings 
in RDF. All of this information is strongly interconnected. Since most of the data has a rather static nature, it 
can be stored in standard triple store and thus integrates very easily in the overall ComVantage 
architecture (as reported in D2.2.2, ComVantage Architecture Specification, confidential). 

The main challenge is to provide a meaningful view on the huge amount of dynamic data for the end user 
applications. In a typical factory there exist thousands of machines and equipment each having one or more 
sensors and actuators. These data have to be collected in a sensible way to prevent the system from 
crashing because too many data are collected. Furthermore, they have to be automatically filtered and 
interpreted to provide human readable output. 

This task is provided by the DHM adapter (Data Harmonisation Middleware Adapter) which itself consists of 
three components which are presented in the following sections: 

 LiveData-Adapter 

 Test Execution Environment Adapter 

 Predictive Active Machine Maintenance Support Adapter 

 

5.1 LiveData Adapter 

The component LiveData adapter consists of the subcomponents Live-Data-Access and Linked Data 
Publisher (LDP). 

 

5.1.1 Linked Data Publisher 
The Linked Data Publisher (LDP, marked in green in Figure 6) has the following tasks: 

1. The LDP identifies newly attached Gamma-systems and detects removed Gamma Systems, too. These 
Gamma systems are targets to be browsed and the acquired Semantics are to be updated and/or 
published in/to Linked Data Server (LDS). 

2. The Machine-Semantic is built from the content of the process variables of the related system. Using 
the MSem: ontology allows creating Semantics in a very flexible way. 

3. Finally, this Machine Semantics is transferred to the Linked Data Server (LDS, a SPARQL triplestore) via 
SPARQL-Insert Commands. 
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Figure 6: Tasks of the DHM-Adapter Linked Data Publisher 

 

5.1.2 Live Data Access 
The Live-Data Access (see Figure 7 below, marked in green) performs these tasks 

0. The frontend application fetches the Machine Semantics related to the target PV from the LDS. See 
description of the LDP, above. 

1. The frontend application sends a HTTP(S)-GET-Request to the DHM-Adapter – transparently via the 
Domain Access Server (DAS) which is omitted in the figure. 

2. The web server (here: Hiawatha) receives this request. 
Based on the file extension of the URL, the Hiawatha invokes the FCGI-Socket of the DhmAdapter-
LiveLDP. The subcomponent Live-Data-Access (LiveAccess) is invoked. 

3. The LiveAccess performs the requested action (either reading or writing) on the specified Gamma-
Process variables.  

4. After that the component LiveAccess uses the FCGI-Protocol to answer the GET request. 
5. The Hiawatha web server then answers the initial HTTP(S) request and returns to the frontend 

application, again transparently via the DAS. 
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Figure 7: Tasks of the DHM-Adapter component Live Data Access 

5.1.3 Example: Data lifted from a Sensor using the DHM-LiveAccess 

5.1.3.1 Accessing a Sensor Process Variable via a RESTful HTTP Request 

Process variables of sensors can be accessed via a RESTful web service which allows a good integration into 
Linked Data environments (Page et. al, 2011). This service allows retrieving actual data for a specified 
sensor via requesting a HTTTP URI which represents this resource. This could for example be a URI like 

 http://eatplt01.et.tu-dresden.de:10080/my.dhm?target=DHMSYSTEM:Machine1.sensor1.oil&command=readAllTextPlain 

5.1.3.2 The Lifted Data for a Sensor 

The result when requesting this URI is a RDF dataset sent by the service. An example for the result can be 
seen below. 

@prefix SYSTEM:      <http://eatplt01.et.tu-dresden.de:10080/my.dhm?target=> .  

@prefix msem:        <http://www.comvantage.eu/ontologies/mma/msem/> .  

@prefix quantity:    <http://data.qudt.org/qudt/owl/1.0.0/quantity.owl> .  

@prefix rdf:         <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .  

@prefix rdfs:        <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .  

@prefix unit:        <http://data.qudt.org/qudt/owl/1.0.0/unit.owl> .  

@prefix xsd:         <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .  
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[] 

 msem:measuredValue             29085.000000; 

 msem:measuredAtTimeStamp       "2014-04-06T12:20:36Z"^^xsd:dateTimeStamp; 

 msem:measuredAtSensor          SYSTEM:DHMSYSTEM-Machine1_sensor1_room; 

 msem:transientDataQueryUri    
 <http://eatplt01.et.tu-dresden.de:10080/my.dhm?target=DHMSYSTEM:Machine1.sensor1.oil>; 

 a                              msem:Sensor; 

 msem:comment "Transient Sensor masuring temperature at Machine1."; 

 msem:hasPhysicalClassification "temperature"; 

 msem:hasPhysicalProperty       quantity:Temperature; 

 msem:hasPhysicalUnit           unit:DegreeCelsius; 

 msem:longName                  ""; 

 msem:shortName                 "heat sensor oil"; 

 msem:transientIntervalMS       500 

 . 

 

5.1.3.3 The Configuration of the Semantic of a Process Variable (here: a Sensor) 

The LiveData adapter needs a specific configuration for the underlying middleware and the data which 
should be provided. The configuration file which allows the generating of the presented results is presented 
below. Some of this information can be outsourced to a real triple store. 

<variable  name=“oil" type="ieee64" >     

 <value>37.1</value> 

 <property name="@@Entity"       type="string">DHM_Adapter</property>  

 <property name="@@EntityType“   type="string">PV</property> 

 <property name="@@ACIdentity”   type="string">SimpleRead</property> 

 <property name="a"     type="string">msem:Sensor</property> 

 <property name="msem:comment”  

   type="string">"Transient  Sensor masuring temperature at Machine1." </property> 
 <property name="msem:hasPhysicalClassification"  type="string">"temperature"</property> 

 <property name="msem:hasPhysicalProperty" type="string">quantity:Temperature</property> 

 <property name="msem:hasPhysicalUnit“  type="string">unit:DegreeCelsius</property> 

 <property name=“msem:longName“   type="string“>"“</property> 

 <property name=“msem:shortName“   type="string"> "heat sensor oil" </property> 

 <property name=“msem:transientIntervalMS" type="uint64">500</property> 

</variable> 

 

 

5.1.3.4 The Configuration of the PREFIX for each System in the Gamma Middleware 

The system can be configured to different situations. One configuration possibility is listed in the file below 
which can easily adapt the used prefixes in the RDF result set. 

<variable  name="prefix" type="uint8"> 

 <property name="@@Entity"    type="string">DHM_Adapter</property> 

 <property name="@@EntityType“  type="string">PREFIX</property> 

 <property name="@@ACIdentity“  type="string">SimpleRead</property> 

 <property name="SYSTEM:"  

  type="string">http://eatplt01.et.tu-dresden.de:10080/my.dhm?target=</property> 

 <property name="rdf:“   type="string">http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#</property> 
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 <property name="rdfs:“   type="string">http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#</property> 

 <property name="msem:”   type="string">http://www.comvantage.eu/ontologies/mma/msem/</property> 

 <property name="unit:” type="string">http://data.qudt.org/qudt/owl/1.0.0/unit.owl</property> 

 <property name="quantity:"   type="string">http://data.qudt.org/qudt/owl/1.0.0/quantity.owl</property> 

 <property name=" xsd::"   type="string"> 

 <value>0</value> 

</variable> 

 

5.2 Test Execution Environment Adapter 

The Test Execution Environment Adapter (TEE Adapter) is responsible for executing predefined tests on 
active machines. Its integration into the tools and infrastructure for Mobile Maintenance (WP8) can be 
seen in Figure 1: Enhanced Prototype Mobile Maintenance DHM-Adapter and Figure 2: Final Prototype 
Mobile Maintenance DHM-Adapter. 

The Support App finds tests adapted for a definite machine via links between machine and test in the LDS 
(Linked Data Server). It also uses the description stored in the LDS for the test for providing the necessary 
information about the test to the user. See below example 1) for data created at the design phase: The 
msem:Machine System ex:Our9826734627329 has two tests and two sensors. For each sensor the URI for 
the Live Data Access is stored in the LDS and for each test a test object containing a verbal description and 
the URI for executing the test is also available in the Linked Data Store. In the example only one test 
description is included as an illustration. 

The TEE Adapter uses the metadata for this test which are stored in the LDS to identify the Java bean for 
the specific test and appropriate other information like the start time of the test or URIs of certain sensors 
if applicable. It then executes the test and stores the test results in the LDS. Complex test results are further 
structured as Linked Data defining a tree structure. For each test execution a link between the test and the 
test results is created in the LDS to retrieve the results of the test. The test results are written into the 
Linked Data using the Jena library. A virtuoso.jena.driver.VirtModel is created containing all the 
values which belong to a test result and written into the LDS. See below example 2) for data written into 
the VirtModel corresponding to the properties tee:startTime and tee:stopTime in the TEE Ontology (see 
D4.1.3, Data Format Specification, public, chapter 2.3.2). Another interesting approach would be the use of 
version control system for Linked Data which could track the changes of the tests  created by the test 
generator CETES8and provide the most up to date tests as standard while giving the possibility to retrieve 
all previously stored tests. Unfortunately, there is no generic revisioning system available right now which is 
mature enough for industrial use. Therefore, an initial concept named R43ples with a prototypical 
implementation was started by WP4 (Linked Data Integration). It acts as SPARQL proxy which extends the 
communication with a revisioning system. All version information is stored in the connected triple store in 
semantically described named graphs. R43ples is hosted at Github under the URI https://github.com/plt-
tud/r43ples. 

In this manner the TEE Adapter provides a generic and flexible tool for adaptable test executions, because 
test specific information is stored in the LDS and easily extendable or exchangeable. In this way it is also 
possible to collect only the data which are necessary for a certain machine, because every test can be 
defined specifically for a machine and the experience of Machine Experts can be used for defining highly 
specialised tests without impairing the general usefulness of the TEE Adapter. See Figure 8: Test Execution 
Environment Sequence Diagram for a schematic representation of the different processes to be performed 
at design and run time. 

                                                             
8 CETES++ 

http://www.cetes.eu/
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1) Example for data created at the design phase: 

ex:Our9826734627329  

 rdfs:comment   "Noch ein Elektromotor"@de ; 

 rdfs:comment   "Another electric motor"@en ; 

 rdfs:label   "Aufzug"@de ; 

 rdfs:label   "Lift"@en ; 

 a    msem:MachineSystem; 

 msem:hasTest   ex:TestWithLoop; 

 msem:hasTest   ex:TestWithoutLoop; 

 msem:hasSensor  
 <http://172.17.17.33:8080/DataIntegration/QueryDistributionServiceImpl/DHM?host=http%3A%2F%2F172.1
7.17.33%3A8080&dir=&file=my.dhm&arguments=target%3DMesseDemo_ARM_Motorpruefstand%3AData.ControlW
ord>; 

 msem:hasSensor  
 <http://172.17.17.33:8080/DataIntegration/QueryDistributionServiceImpl/DHM?host=http%3A%2F%2F172.1
7.17.33%3A8080&dir=&file=my.dhm&arguments=target%3DMesseDemo_ARM_Motorpruefstand-
Data_Simulation_Switch>; 

 

ex:TestWithoutLoop 

 a    tee:Test; 

 rdfs:label   "Test Without Loop"; 

 rdfs:comment  "Test Without Loop"; 

 tee:hasExecutionUri
 "http://172.17.17.33:8080/DataIntegration/QueryDistributionServiceImpl/DHM?host=http%3A%2F%2F172.1
7.17.33%3A8080&dir=&file=my.dhm&arguments=command%3DrunTest%26testName%3DTest_Execution_Model_Wi
thout_Loop"; 

 

2) Example of data written into the LDS (Linked Data Server) by the Test Execution Environment 

if (tc.get(TeeAttrName.Begin) != null) 
 model.add(resTC,TEE.startTime, tc.get(TeeAttrName.Begin)); 
else 
 model.add(resTC,TEE.startTime, "NONE"); 
    
if (tc.get(TeeAttrName.End) != null) 
 model.add(resTC,TEE.stopTime, tc.get(TeeAttrName.End)); 
else 
 model.add(resTC,TEE.stopTime, "NONE"); 
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Figure 8: Test Execution Environment Sequence Diagram 

5.3 Predictive Active Machine Maintenance Support Adapter 

The task of the Predictive Active Machine Maintenance Support (PAMMS) Adapter is to automatically 
analyse test results and provide alarms in case of an impending malfunction of the machine. It runs as a 
service in the background. It also enables user triggered evaluations at any time (see also Figure 2: Final 
Prototype Mobile Maintenance DHM-Adapter). 

It is based on the same principles as the TEE Adapter. It reads meta data for an evaluation from the LDS 
(Linked Data Server) and again stores its results in the LDS. For a schematic representation of a PAMMS 
working mechanism see Figure 9: PAMMS Working Cycle. 

The PAMMS Adapter uses meta data for an evaluation which are stored in the LDS to identify the Java bean 
for the specific evaluation and appropriate other information like thresholds for the evaluation or URIs for 
retrieving standard values for comparison. These standard values for comparison are imported into the LDS 
after transforming original Excel files to RDF with the help of XlWrap9. This type of transformation is also 
                                                             
9http://xlwrap.sourceforge.net/ 
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used for the application area Plant Engineering and Commissioning (WP6) and thus the details can be found 
in deliverable D6.3.2 (Plant Engineering and Commissioning – Adaptation of Linked Data Integration 
Concept, public). It then executes the evaluation and stores the evaluation results and – if applicable – also 
a ticket with a warning in the LDS. For each execution of an evaluation a link between the evaluation and 
the evaluation results is created in the LDS to retrieve the results of the evaluation. 

When creating an evaluation, the PAMMS uses the tests and test results performed by the Test Execution 
Environment to find test results for certain devices (e.g. the clamps in the example 1) below) and a report 
template (see below example 2)) to transform the raw data into a report containing all the data the support 
app needs to display a graphical representation. 

For user triggered evaluations the metadata of an evaluation also contain a description and semantic data 
to enable the Support App to retrieve human readable information about an evaluation and filter this 
information according to the semantic data. 

In this manner the PAMMS Adapter provides a generic and flexible tool for adaptable evaluations, because 
evaluation specific information is stored in the LDS and easily extendable or exchangeable. By providing 
highly specialised Java beans for specific evaluations the PAMMS Adapter can be easily adapted to the 
needs of a particular situation. 

 

1) Example of test description used in PAMMS 

 ex:TestClamp 

 a    tee:Test; 

 rdfs:label   "Test Selected Clamps"; 

 rdfs:comment  "Test Closing and Opening Time of Selected Clamps"; 

 tee:hasExecutionUri
 "http://172.17.17.33:8080/DataIntegration/QueryDistributionServiceImpl/DHM?host=http%3A%2F%2F172.1
7.17.33%3A8080&dir=&file=my.dhm&arguments=command%3DrunTask%26testName%3DTest_Clamp"; 

 tee:hasStarttime    "0";   #sec 

 tee:hasDuration  "200"; #sec 

 tee:hasClamp  "http://www.comvantage.eu/ontologies/pec/plant#040T01-011C02";  

 tee:hasClamp  "http://www.comvantage.eu/ontologies/pec/plant#040T01-011C03";  

 . 

2) Example of Report Template 

 rt:lineComparison   rdf:type     tee:ReportTemplate . 

 rt:lineComparison   rdfs:label       "Comparison of Theoretical and Real Data" . 

 rt:lineComparison   tee:hasTitle  "Compare with Theoretical Values" . 

 rt:lineComparison   tee:hasChartType    "2" . 

 rt:lineComparison   tee:hasYAxisText  "Device" . 

 rt:lineComparison   tee:hasJavaBean     "eu.comvantage.kua.pamms.LineChartEvaluation" . 

 rt:lineComparison   tee:hasFunctionType     "0" . 
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Figure 9: PAMMS Working Cycle 
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6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
In this deliverable, we have provided the final results of the integration process of the generic Linked Data 
concepts (from WP4) into the application area Mobile Maintenance (WP8). Thus, it collects the results of 
task T8.3. The results of this deliverable are a crucial part of the Final Prototype for Mobile Maintenance. 
Therefore we enhanced the concentrated view of D8.3.1 (Mobile Maintenance – Adaptation of Linked Data 
Integration Concept, the previous iteration of this document, public) to a broader perspective.  

To this end, we have recalled the Enterprise methodology for ontology engineering and shown how we 
have identified terms and their use within the Mobile Collaboration application area. Based upon this, we 
have developed a set of ontologies covering different aspects of the area, e.g. plants and their stations, 
user roles or test environments. 

We have solved the problem of handling transient data in triple stores by using a DHM Adapter. It provides 
the specific Middleware data in a generic RDF format via HTTP request. The concept with this DHM Adapter 
as a central component can be well aligned to the overall ComVantage architecture (WP2) and the Linked 
Data Integration concepts (WP4). The several components of the DHM-Adapter used in WP8 (JobController, 
LiveDataAccess, Test Execution Environment (TEE) and Predictive Active Machine Maintenance System 
(PAMMS)) have been integrated. The use of Linked Data has facilitated the development of easily adaptable 
DHM-Adapter components.  

The work of task T8.3 comes to an end with this deliverable. The lessons learned within this task will be 
documented in the deliverables D8.5 (Final Report on Best Practices, public) for WP8 and D4.5 (Linked Data 
best practices, public) for WP4. 
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8 GLOSSARY 

Concept Explanation 

Actuator 
An element of a Machine that can initiate and control some real world facility, e.g. a 
Motor or a Temperature-Control. In the Machine Semantic Ontology it is part of a 
Machine System. 

Dataset 

A dataset is collection of related sets of information that is composed of separate 
elements but can be manipulated as a unit by a computer. A dataset is a set of information 
that is published, maintained or aggregated by a single provider in the context of Linked 
Data. 

DHM Short for Data Harmonisation Middleware 

DHM-Adapter 
Adapter to provide access to the Data Harmonisation Middleware Live Access, control of 
Maintenance Test Scripts and PAMMS 

DHM-
JobController 

The Linked Data Adapter is a component of the Data Harmonisation Adapter. 

It controls and if necessary blocks concurrent accesses to machines. It dispatches its 
commands to components via DHM-Live-Access or DHM-Tee 

DHM-LDP 

The Linked Data Publisher (LDP) is a component of the Data Harmonisation Adapter. 

It is responsible for extracting the Machine Semantics from the Machines and publishing it 
to the Linked Data Server (LDS) 

DHM-Live-
Access 

Live Access is a component of the Data Harmonisation Adapter 

It provides access to live data like sensor and actuator data  

DHM-Tee 
The Test Execution Environment (TEE) is a component of the Data Harmonisation Adapter. 
It provides control of Maintenance Test Scripts. One of its users is the PAMMS. 

FOAF 
The Friend of a Friend ontology that is used for representing personal data about people. 
Described in detail in D4.1.1 (Data Format Specification, public). 

Graph An RDF graph is a set of RDF triples.  

Jena 
Jena (http://jena.apache.org/) is a Java framework for building Semantic Web 
applications. Jena provides a collection of tools and Java libraries to help software 
engineers to develop semantic web and linked-data apps, tools and servers. 

Linked Data 
Linked Data describes a recommended best practice for exposing, sharing, and connecting 
pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic Web using URIs and RDF. 

PAMMS 
The Predictive Active Machine Maintenance Support (PAMMS) system analyses 
automatically test results and provide alarms in case of an impending malfunction of the 
machine. 

QUDT 

 

 

QUDT is short for: “Quantities, Units, Dimensions and Data Types in OWL and XML”.  
It is an ontology under construction (2013-04 currently version 1.2 is on the way).  

For more details have a look at: http://www.qudt.org/ 

 

 

http://www.qudt.org/
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Concept Explanation 

RDF 

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a language for representing information 
about resources in the World Wide Web. RDF is based on the idea of identifying things 
using Web identifiers (called Uniform Resource Identifiers, or URIs), and describing 
resources in terms of simple properties and property values. This enables RDF to 
represent simple statements about resources as a graph of nodes and arcs representing 
the resources, and their properties and values. 

RDFS 
RDF Schema (RDFS) is a namespace for expressing basic concepts as classes and properties 
in RDF. 

Sensor 
An Element that measures some physical Property. In the Machine Semantic Ontology 
describing the ComVantage Mobile Maintenance application area it is part of a Machine 
System 

SPARQL 
SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) is the predominant query language in 
the semantic web. It is an RDF query language that is based graphs with powerful filter 
and aggregation functions. 

SPARQL-
Endpoint 

A SPARQL Endpoint is a service endpoint which is able to process SPARQL queries. It is 
usually connected to a triple store holding the information. 

SPARUL SPARQL Update Language 

Tee Abbreviation for Test Execution Environment. 

Test Script A generic term for the hierarchy of TestCase and TestCaseStep 

TestResult 

A TestResult is a part of the Test Execution Environment. It is linked to a Tee:TestResult. 
And has a sub hierarchy of TestCaseResults and TestCaseStepResults. 

This hierarchy represents all results of a TestScript performed on a Machine. It contains 
startTime, stopTime, some messages, an InvocationStatus and the TestVerdict of the 
finished TestScript 

It refers to the results of a TestConfiguration. 

Triple 

The RDF data model is based upon the idea of making statements about resources (in 
particular Web resources) in the form of subject-predicate-object expressions. These 
expressions are known as triples in RDF terminology. The subject denotes the resource, 
and the predicate denotes traits or aspects of the resource and expresses a relationship 
between the subject and the object. 

Triple store 
A triple store is a database specialised for storing triples. Thus, it is core element for 
Linked Data application for static information. 

Virtuoso 
Virtuoso is a server application with support for Features of SPARQL. Currently not the 
complete SPARQL 1.1 is provided 
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